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Abstract in english: 
 
 The thesis sets up three main objectives. Firstly to enrich the public debate by 
verifying numerous historical arguments, which objectivity and relevancy is unclear. Three 
chapters of the thesis delve in to these matters, presenting cultural, historical and scientific 
context for evaluating legal regulation in Europe at large. For substantial demography the 
right to own and carry a weapon is a symbol of their freedom, while the restrictions represent 
authoritarian breach of their rights. To an extend this thesis verifies this notion based on 
historical analysis of past czech and czechoslovakian legal regulation. On the other hand 
presented outcome of sociological research brings up the fact that weapon at the societal level 
private possession of firearms does not increase the safety of individual citizens. Sociology 
also offers enlightement on the reasons why we seek to own and carry weapon and why we 
fear them. Often these reasons are similarily questionable. 
 The second objective was to provide the thesis with prolonged usefulness and utility to 
the public. Thesis contains extensive exposition of many unclear provisions of our gun law. 
Practice of the courts, and numerous jurisprudential commentaries and literature were used as 
resources. To ilustrate the appliacations several administrative decisions and documents were 
attached to the thesis.  
 The third objective was to provide deeper analysis of the Directive 2017/853 of the 
European Parliament and Council of May 2017 amending Council Directive 91/477/EEC on 
control of the acquisition and possession of weapons. The thesis covers initial state, legislative 
measuers, substantiation and impacts for the citizens of the Czech Republic. The amendment 
can offer little to the Czech Republic in reggards of internal security as possessions of 
firearms does not present a security threat in the Czech Republic. Yet to fight terorism 
collective measures are proving irreplaceable and the amending directive can not be seen as 
ilegitimate or nonsensical. Unluckily primary European law, the Treaties, does not lay 
legislative foundation for the directive as it is.  
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